
         
HighScope Curriculum

Theme: Teacher:Week of  
Overall Goal: Children will be able to…

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Large Group 

Phonological Awareness:

Opening Activity: 

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity: 

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity:  

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity:  

Phonological Awareness:  

Opening Activity: 

Phonological Awareness:  

Individualizing Activities:  Each child must be represented with some type of code for individualization such as by – Letter, Number, Shape or Color) 
Wash Hands/Breakfast/Brush Teeth-Teachers will engage in conversation with children to promote language development and a positive social experience. 
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AM Group I AM Group 1 AM Group 1 AM Group 1 AM Group I 

Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  Planned Activity: Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  

AM Group 2 AM Group 2 AM Group 2 AM Group 2 AM Group 2 

Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  Planned Activity: Planned Activity:  Planned Activity:  

AM  Small Group 1 

AM  Small Group 2 

Individualization  of Students: →

Individualization  of Students: →



Music and Movement/Props 

Music/Movement Activity:  Music/Movement Activity: Music/ Movement Activity: Music/Movement Activity: Music/Movement Activity: 

 Planning Strategy 1:  DRDP Measure:      

Work Time: Teacher will set-up alternate activities and materials related to current topic or interest for the week in addition to the learning materials accessible daily. Materials rotated for developmental reasons and for rotation are also 
indicated below. Teachers will rotate through centers to promote language development, collect assessments and encourage learning. 

Changes 

To the 
Environment 

Books: 

(Title to support 

the study) 

Literacy Props 

for Focus Book: 

Language & Literacy Area – 
Writing Area – 

Flannel Board- 

Listening Area- 

Toys/ Math Area – 

House Area Added Items – Art Area – Block Area – 

Science Area – Sensory Table – Special Activities – 

  Recall Strategy 1:  DRDP Measure:

 Recall Strategy 2:  DRDP Measure: 

 Clean-up 

Outdoor/Physical Activity Teachers 
will offer planned activity for 
interested children during outside 
time such as books, writing 
materials, and manipulative. Large 
motor equipment and other materials 
will be accessible daily such as bikes, 
jump ropes, balls, etc...

Planned Activities: Planned Activities: Planned Activities: Planned  Activities: Planned Activities: 

Planning Strategy 2: DRDP Measure:



Planned/Child Initiated Story Book:  Book:  Book: Book: Book:  

 Wash Hands/Lunch/Brush Teeth–Teachers will engage in conversation with children to promote language development and a positive social experience. 

Daily Review: Teacher will use daily message board to review day’s events and prepare for tomorrow. 

Planned Nutrition Activity: 

“Parent Involvement”- Please include parent activities. There should be collaboration between teachers and parents. 

Quiet Activity/Prepare 
To Go Home/Dismissal 

Physical Activity 

All children should be 
engaged in meaningful 
physical activities daily. With a 
minimum of two (2) 10 
minute teacher directed 
activities per week. 

 Nutrition Activity 
All Children should be 
engaged in some type of 
nutrition activity weekly. 
With a minimum of two (2) 
teacher directed activities 
per week.

Planned Nutrition Activity: Planned Nutrition Activity: Planned Nutrition Activity: Planned Nutrition Activity: 


	Blank Page

	Week of: 
	Theme:  Fall Leaves 
	Teacher: 
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness: List of words that begin with letter L
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_2: Adding words to List of words that begin with letter L
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_3: List of words that begin with letter L
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_4: List of words that begin with letter L
	Opening Act vity Phonological Awareness_5: 
	AM Group ITime AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: 1,3,5,7
	AM Group 1Time AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: 2,4,6,8
	AM Group 1Time AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_2: 1,4,8
	AM Group 1Time AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_3: 2,5,7
	AM Group ITime AM  Class Small Group 1 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_2: 
	Planned Activity: Handprint LeavesLevel 1: Child will be encouraged to talk about the fall color that are on the table, predict what we will be doing with the paint, how are we going to makes leaves using paint and hands? Count how many handprints on his/her paper.Level 2: Child will be encouraged to use fall colors, paint hand, and make handprints on paper.  How are the handprints different from leaves on the playground?  How many handprints did you make all together? Have you noticed any fall (autumn) leaves in your community? What can you tell me about the leaves?Level 3: Child will be encouraged to talk about fall (autumn) leaves and share what other changes he/she has noticed in his community, weather, leaves falling, etc.. Encourage to paint one hand and make handprints on paper.  Encourage child to make design or patterns with fall colors.
	Planned Activity_2: Leaf WindsockLevel 1: Children will use leaves collected from outdoor playground walk to collage on paper.  What can you tell me about fall (autumn) leaves? How many leaves does your windsock have? How will you be using the leaf Windsock? Child will be encouraged to try to roll paper into cylinder shape and lace yarn through holes on top.Level 2: Child will use leaves collected from outdoor playground walk to collage on paper.  Why are some leaves green, yellow and brown? What can you tell me about the leaves texture? Why some are leaves dry and other leaves not? Encourage child to roll paper into cylinder shape, use whole puncher to punch two holes on top and lace yarn through holes.Level 3: Child will use leaves collected from outdoor playground walk.  How many leaves did you collect in total? Do you know why leaves change color in the fall? What do you think will happen to all the leaves on the trees in the winter? Why are some leaves hard and dry and other leaves soft and flexible?
	Planned Activity_3: Leaf PlacematsLevel 1: Child will help collect leaves outdoors for placemat.  Encourage child to count how many leaves, talk about the colors, sensory, big and small, how will you be putting your collage together?Level 2: Child will help collect leaves outdoor for placemat.  How many leaves will you be collecting for your placemat? Encourage child to share with peers why are there green, yellow, and brown leaves? Why are there leaves on the ground and others on the trees? What can you tell us about fall (autumn) leaves? Level 3: Child will help collect leaves outdoor for placement.  How many leaves will you be collecting? How many leaves did you collect after all? Is it more or less than you predicted you would collect? What can you tell us about fall (autumn) leaves? Why is there different color of leaves? 
	Planned Activity_4: Paper Towel LeavesLevel 1: Child will be encouraged to name fall colors they will be using to color his/her leaves and using eye droppers to add water to leaves.  He/she will be encouraged to predict what is going to happen to the colors and they change when mixing with water.  Level 2: Child will cut out leaf/leaves from paper, use markers to color their leaves, and spray them with a spray bottle.  Encourage to say what is happening as the leaves get spray with water and colors mix and change.  Count how many leaves all together.  Share what they have learned about leaves changing colors throughout the seasons.Level 3: Child will be encouraged to trace leaves on paper towel and cut leaves out.  Use markers to colors leaves and name fall colors we see in our environment.  Share what he/she learned about fall leaves, why do they change colors and fall from trees? 
	Planned Activity_5: 
	MusicMovement Activity: Music- Children will be encouraged to fall down softly to the beat of the music, like leaves. 
	MusicMovement Activity_2: Children a leaf to hold, ask them to move around the room to the music and pretend that they are leaves blowing in the wind using songs with various tempos so they can practice their awareness of how music changes.
	Music Movement Activity: Give each child a paper leaf, After children sit down, I call out a color..."Red leaves, where are you?" and those holding red leaves stand. Once they are all standing, tell them there is a big wind coming and they spin and fall like leaves!
	MusicMovement Activity_3: Children a leaf to hold, ask them to move around the room to the music and pretend that they are leaves blowing in the wind using songs with various tempos so they can practice their awareness of how music changes..
	MusicMovement Activity_4: 
	Planning Strategy 1: :  Using straw, children blow leaf to center worked and share with peers what they did. 
	DRDP Measure: LLD-2, ELD-4 COG-2
	Planning Strategy 2: Falling leave to center worked, share what they did. 
	DRDP Measure_2: LLD-2 ELD-4 COG-2
	Language  Literacy Area: Leaf Letter MatchPairs of paper leaves for different matching games. Matching the leaf with the letter "A" on it to the leaf with the letter "a" on it. Or, make matching pairs to match capital letters with capital letters. Use the letters to spell out your name!Class Tree: Children write their name on leaves.
	Writing Area  Flannel Board  Listening Area: Types of leaves and namesColored crayons to sortLeaves to pattern, measureThe Wind Blew
	Toys Math Area: Colored leaves for countingPatterning, measuring, sorting, leaf lacing, numberMatching, leaf rubbings, Leaf tally chart
	House Area Added Items: apples, pumpkins, cash register, paper bags, aprons 
	Art Area: Painting with leaves, twigs, branches and other nature items from nature walk, Play dough leaves, twigs, branches fossils
	Block Area: Painting with leaves, twigs, branches and other nature items from nature walk, Play dough leaves, twigs, branches fossils
	Science Area: Leaf books, leaves to examine, magnifying glass, clay leaf fossils, making shapes out of leaves, smelling leaves; what do they smell like? 
	Sensory Table: Foil Leaf rubbing, painting with leaves, twigs, branches, and other nature materials. Table with a variety of leaves, green, yellow and brown.  Children feel how the leaves are different in texture.
	Special Activities: Leaf ToastWhite bread: Child uses leaf cookie cutter to cutOut leaf, paint with fall colors, toast and enjoy!
	Recall Strategy 1: Falling leave to center worked, share what they did. 
	DRDP Measure_3: LLD 1,4 ELD-1,2 
	Recall Strategy 2: :    Falling leave to center worked, share what they did. 
	DRDP Measure_4: LLD-2, PDHLTH-3
	Time Cleanup: TIME KEEPER WILL GIVE FIVE MINUTUE WARNING FOLLOWED BY CLEAN UP SONG INITIATED BY TEACHER.  THEY WILL BE ENCOURAGED TO WORK TOGETHER AS A TEAM TO CLEAN UP.
	Planned Activities: Racking leaves, jumping and running through leaves. Green, yellow, and brown paint to paint leaves from outdoors. 
	Planned Activities_2: Racking leaves, jumping and running through leaves. Green, yellow, and brown paint to paint leaves from outdoors. Leaf Bracelets: piece of masking tape around wrist with the sticky side out, around each child's wrist. While outside, children add pieces of leaves and twigs to the tape for a fall bracelet!
	Planned Activities_3: Racking leaves, jumping and running through leaves. Green, yellow, and brown paint to paint leaves from outdoors.  Give each child a small, paper lunch bag to collect leaves and fall items while outside, we will place them in science center for further exploration or art area to use them to make a fall leaf collage at the art table. 
	Planned  Activities: Leaf Toss Parachute GameRacking leaves, jumping and running through leaves. Green, yellow, and brown paint to paint leaves from outdoors.
	Planned Activities_4: 
	PlannedChild Initiated Story: 
	Book: Autumn Leaves
	Book_2:  Read Leaf, Yellow Leaf
	Book_3: Fall Leaves
	Book_4: Why Do Leaves Change Color?
	Book_5: 
	Time Wash HandsLunchBrush Teeth  Teachers will engage in conversation with children to promote language development and a positive social experience: 
	Daily Review Teacher will use daily message board to review days events and prepare for tomorrow: 
	Parent InvolvementPlease include parent activities There should be collaboration between teachers and parents_2: • Goal: Children will be able to identify why leaves change colors in the fall.• This week our Theme is Autumn Leaves.  By the End of the week, children will be able to identify why leaves change colors and fall from trees.  I encourage my parents to go on a nature walk with your child.  Give your child a bag and have him or her collect a variety of leaves, talk about the colors, why are some soft and other leaves hard? Make a leaf collage, measure the leaves by size, sort by size and color.  Make cookie leaves; cooking with children, helps develop their math skills and helps them to learn how to follow directions. It also allows for some great conversation! Ask many questions while cooking with your children to encourage conversation! Also, recite this finger play to help with staying focused, following directions, and counting: Five Little Leaves Finger play:  Five Little leaves so bright today.  We are dancing about on the tree to play.  The wind came blowing through the town, and one little leaf came falling down.  Continue with 4, 3, 2 and then 1.Work with counting-list numbers-(develop counting awareness), Practice writing his/her (letter recognition), Take a nature walk (build awareness of nature), Running/ galloping/ skipping (develops physical strength)• Go for a walk and continue talking about Pedestrian Safety, traffic signals, or on way to school or home review traffic signs and talk about pedestrian safety. Talk about the changes in the weather. 
	Opening Activity: Good Morning Song, Weather, Attendance- Introduce theme- Inform children that we have observed them collecting leaves from the playground and bringing them into the classroom.  Have children share what changes they have noticed at the playground such as leaves falling off the tress, leaves changing colors, weather cooler in the mornings.
	Opening Activity 2: Good Morning Song, Weather, Attendance-Counting how many children came to school today.Children share why do leaves fall off the trees?  Using smart board, see and discuss video about why leaves change color in the fall.The pigment that causes leaves to be green is chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is important for plants to make food using sunlight. (photosynthesis)... As chlorophyll goes away, other pigments start to show their colors. This is why leaves turn yellow or red in fall.
	Opening Activity 3: Good Morning Song, Weather, Attendance-Counting how many children came to school today.Review with children why leaves change colors in the fall.  Talk about chlorophyll, photosynthesis the process of how leaves provide energy and food for the trees. 
	Opening Activity 4: Good Morning Song, Weather, Attendance-Counting how many children came to school today.Using leaves that children collected from day before, have discussions such as,  Why are there green, yellow, and brown leaves? Why do they feel different when you touch them? Review photosynthesis and chlorophyll words with children. 
	Opening Activity 5: Fill in this section as you see fit
	AM Group 2_Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: A,D,G,H
	AM Group 2Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students: B,C,D,E
	AM Group 2Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_3: C,D,G,H
	AM Group 2Time AM  Class Small Group 2 Individualization of Students DRDP Measure Individualization of Students_2: 
	Planned Activity_8: Paper Towel LeavesLevel 1: Child will be encouraged to name fall colors they will be using to color his/her leaves and using eye droppers to add water to leaves.  He/she will be encouraged to predict what is going to happen to the colors and they change when mixing with water.  Level 2: Child will cut out leaf/leaves from paper, use markers to color their leaves, and spray them with a spray bottle.  Encourage to say what is happening as the leaves get spray with water and colors mix and change.  Count how many leaves all together.  Share what they have learned about leaves changing colors throughout the seasons.Level 3: Child will be encouraged to trace leaves on paper towel and cut leaves out.  Use markers to colors leaves and name fall colors we see in our environment.  Share what he/she learned about fall leaves, why do they change colors and fall from trees? 
	Planned Activity_9: Leaf PlacematsLevel 1: Child will help collect leaves outdoors for placemat.  Encourage child to count how many leaves, talk about the colors, sensory, big and small, how will you be putting your collage together?Level 2: Child will help collect leaves outdoor for placemat.  How many leaves will you be collecting for your placemat? Encourage child to share with peers why are there green, yellow, and brown leaves? Why are there leaves on the ground and others on the trees? What can you tell us about fall (autumn) leaves? Level 3: Child will help collect leaves outdoor for placement.  How many leaves will you be collecting? How many leaves did you collect after all? Is it more or less than you predicted you would collect? What can you tell us about fall (autumn) leaves? Why is there different color of leaves?
	Planned Activity_10: 
	DRDP Measures_1: 
	0: 
	0: [LLD 2: Responsiveness to Language]
	1: [COG 2: Classification]
	2: [ELD 3: Understanding and Response to English Literacy Activities]
	3: [COG 11: Knowledge of the Natural World]
	4: 
	0: [HSS 3: Ecology]
	1: [LLD 8: Phonological Awareness]
	2: [ELD 3: Understanding and Response to English Literacy Activities]
	3: [ELD 4: Symbol, Letter, and Print Knowledge in English ]
	4: [LLD 2: Responsiveness to Language]
	5: 
	0: [LLD 1: Understanding of Language (Receptive)]
	1: 
	0: [COG 2: Classification]
	1: [COG 11: Knowledge of the Natural World]
	2: [COG 10: Documentation and Communication of Inquiry]
	3: [COG 3: Number Sense of Quantity ]
	4: [PD-HLTH 4: Fine Motor Manipulative Skills]
	5: [COG 11: Knowledge of the Natural World]
	6: [COG 2: Classification]
	7: [PD-HLTH 4: Fine Motor Manipulative Skills]
	8: [COG 9: Inquiry Through Observation and Investigation]
	9: 
	0: [LLD 2: Responsiveness to Language]






	DRDP Measures_26: 
	1: 
	0: 
	0: [ALT-REG 7: Shared Use of Space and Materials]
	1: [LLD 5: Interest in Literacy]
	2: 
	0: 
	0: [PD-HLTH 4: Fine Motor Manipulative Skills]
	1: [PD-HLTH 10: Nutrition]
	2: [COG 5: Measurement]
	3: [ALT-REG 7: Shared Use of Space and Materials]
	4: [PD-HLTH 3: Gross Motor Manipulative Skills]





	Planned Activity_6: Leaf WindsockLevel 1: Children will use leaves collected from outdoor playground walk to collage on paper.  What can you tell me about fall (autumn) leaves? How many leaves does your windsock have? How will you be using the leaf Windsock? Child will be encouraged to try to roll paper into cylinder shape and lace yarn through holes on top.Level 2: Child will use leaves collected from outdoor playground walk to collage on paper.  Why are some leaves green, yellow and brown? What can you tell me about the leaves texture? Why some are leaves dry and other leaves not? Encourage child to roll paper into cylinder shape, use whole puncher to punch two holes on top and lace yarn through holes.Level 3: Child will use leaves collected from outdoor playground walk.  How many leaves did you collect in total? Do you know why leaves change color in the fall? What do you think will happen to all the leaves on the trees in the winter? Why are some leaves hard and dry and other leaves soft and flexible?
	Planned Activity_7: Handprint LeavesLevel 1: Child will be encouraged to talk about the fall color that are on the table, predict what we will be doing with the paint, how are we going to makes leaves using paint and hands? Count how many handprints on his/her paper.Level 2: Child will be encouraged to use fall colors, paint hand, and make handprints on paper.  How are the handprints different from leaves on the playground?  How many handprints did you make all together? Have you noticed any fall (autumn) leaves in your community? What can you tell me about the leaves?Level 3: Child will be encouraged to talk about fall (autumn) leaves and share what other changes he/she has noticed in his community, weather, leaves falling, etc.. Encourage to paint one hand and make handprints on paper.  Encourage child to make design or patterns with fall colors.
	Planned Nutrition Activity: 
	0: 
	0: Sorting Foods by color at breakfast and lunch time.   
	1: Food Pyramid- sorting foods by color on the food pyramid.
	2: Farmers Market- Sorting Fruits and vegetables by Color- Talk about the benefits of eating fruits and vegetables as children sort them by color, size, shape.
	3: Sing the Fruit song- talk about fruits they like to eat.
	4: 


	Physical Activity: 
	0: Colored Hoops- Children jump through colored hoops that match the shoes or shirt that they are wearing. 
	1: Colored Obstacle Course- Colored Plastic hoops, colored balance steppers, tunnel for children to follow obstacle course.
	2: Colored Potato Sack Races- Children choose a color potato sack that matches the color of shirt child is wearing and see which potato sack wins the race. 
	3: Colored Hoops- Children jump through colored hoops that match the shoes or shirt that they are wearing. 
	4: 

	Time Quiet ActivityPrepare To Go HomeDismissal: 
	0: Autumn puzzles with a friend
	1: Looking at books of the week with a friend
	2: Lacing autumn leaves          
	3: Looking at books of the week                    
	4: 

	Overall Goal Children will be able to: identify why leaves change colors in the fall.


